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Abstract

After a person is arrested and charged with a crime, they may be released on bail and required to participate in a community supervision program while awaiting trial. These ‘pre-trial programs’ are common throughout the United States, but very little research has demonstrated their effectiveness. Researchers have emphasized the need for more rigorous pre-trial program evaluation methods, which we introduce in this article. We describe a program evaluation pipeline that uses recent interpretable machine learning techniques for observational causal inference, and demonstrate these techniques in a study of a pre-trial program in Durham, North Carolina. Our findings show no evidence that the program either significantly increased or decreased the probability of new criminal charges. If these findings replicate, the criminal-legal system needs to either improve pre-trial programs or consider alternatives to them. The simplest option is to release low-risk individuals back into the community without subjecting them to any restrictions or conditions. Another option is to assign individuals to pre-trial programs that incentivize pro-social behavior. We believe that the techniques introduced here can provide researchers the rigorous tools they need to evaluate these programs.

Introduction

In the United States, about five-hundred thousand people are held each day in jail while awaiting a criminal trial, often because they cannot afford to pay cash bail (Minton and Zeng 2021). This problem is compounded by a large body of research that suggests that pre-trial detention causes a variety of negative outcomes (Dobie, Goldin, and Yang 2018; Heaton, Mayson, and Stevenson 2017; Leslie and Pope 2017; Lowenkamp, VanNostrand, and Holsinger 2013; Phillips 2012; Stevenson 2018). In an attempt to improve pre-trial justice, many people including researchers, policymakers, and legal scholars have expressed a strong interest in alternatives to pre-trial detention (Garrett 2022).

A common alternative to pre-trial detention in the United States is community-based supervision (Mahoney et al. 2001). The primary goal of these ‘pre-trial programs’ is to provide community support for people while they await trial. The programs also aim to reduce re- arrests and failures to appear in court. They typically provide access to education, employment training, and transitional housing as long as certain conditions and restrictions are met (Clarke 1988; Mamalian et al. 2011; VanNostrand and Kebler 2009; VanNostrand, Rose, and Weibrecht 2016). There is often considerable discretion in selecting which community supervision conditions are imposed, but a pre-trial services agency may provide the judge with recommendations concerning what program may be suitable for a person, and that agency may then be responsible for supervising that program. For example, people who take part in these pre-trial programs may need to have periodic check-ins with a case manager, maintain employment, undergo alcohol testing and treatment, wear an electronic monitor, or take part in cognitive behavioral therapy (Levin 2007; Clark and Henry 2003). If they fail to meet the imposed conditions or violate any restrictions, they may have their bond conditions modified, and could be jailed for the duration of the pre-trial period.

While pre-trial programs are common throughout the United States (Mahoney et al. 2001), there is little research demonstrating that such programs are effective at reducing new arrests (Cadigan and Lowenkamp 2011; Cohen 2012; Lowenkamp and VanNostrand 2013; Mamalian et al. 2011; Robinson et al. 2011). Based on limited data available, researchers have found no impact on re-arrest rates (Austin, Krisberg, and Listyk 1985; Cooprider and Kerby 1990) or a slight reduction in re-arrest (Goldkamp and White 2006; Lowenkamp and VanNostrand 2013). Bechtel et al. (2017) conducted a meta-analysis of the pre-trial literature to clarify these mixed findings. They emphasized that while the research does not support any finding that pre-trial supervision is effective in reducing re-arrest, the quality of the extant research “was not very good” (p. 460) and there is a “great need for new and more rigorous pre-trial research in all related areas” (p. 459). We answer that call here by introducing a rigorous method for evaluating pre-trial programs.
Evaluating Pre-trial Programs

Many consider the randomized controlled trial (RCT) to be a “gold standard” method for program evaluation, because the RCT has the potential to establish a causal link between a treatment and an outcome. However, RCTs are often not viable because of legal, ethical, and logistic constraints. Judicial officers would not, for obvious constitutional and ethical reasons, randomly jail people rather than release them to community supervision. Pre-trial researchers therefore need a program evaluation method that can establish causality in lieu of random assignment. Here, we use approaches for observational causal inference to do that.

Interpretable machine learning techniques for causal inference have only recently become available (Wang et al. 2021; Dieng et al. 2019; Parikh, Rudin, and Volfovsky 2022; Lanners et al. 2023), filling a gap in the observational causal inference literature. Previous machine-learning-based causal inference methods for estimating treatment effects from observational data all suffer from one of three typical flaws. The first flaw occurs when causal inference methods produce estimates of causal effects that are uninterpretable and not able to be manually examined and verified. This includes propensity score matching methods (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983), which lump data together that are far apart in covariate space, genetic matching (Diamond and Sekhon 2013), as well as black box machine learning methods, e.g. causal forest, prognostic score matching, and targeted maximum likelihood estimation (Chipman et al. 2010; Hill, Reiter, and Zanutto 2004; Wager and Athey 2018; Van Der Laan and Rubin 2006). Without interpretability, where the problem is unsupervised and the ground truth treatment effect is not known, the trustworthiness of results is difficult to assess. The second flaw occurs when causal inference methods require the analyst to manually determine what to match on or determine the bins for matching, as in coarsened exact matching (Iacus, King, and Porro 2012). Such methods are frequently inconsistent between analysts and use humans to perform manual high-dimensional distance metric optimization, a skill at which they are not naturally adept. The third flaw occurs when causal inference methods produce causal estimates that are not very accurate. Linear regression is an example because linear models are not particularly flexible.

In contrast to methods mentioned above, the new method we consider, FLAME-DAME (Wang et al. 2021; Dieng et al. 2019) does not suffer from any of these flaws. It (1) provides interpretable matched groups, which can be scrutinized by domain experts, (2) uses machine learning to automatically identify important variables for matching, and (3) yields accurate causal estimates. Through the use of this new technique, we can examine data from pre-trial programs through a more fine-grained lens than ever before.

Our Work

This work evaluates a typical pre-trial program, administered in Durham, North Carolina, operated by the Criminal Justice Resource Center (CJRC) between 2016 and 2019. Durham is a medium sized, typical jurisdiction in the United States and the CJRC is a government entity located in Durham that provides support and treatment to justice-involved individuals both in jail and in the community (Parmer and Merritt 2019). The CJRC provides supervision in lieu of pre-trial incarceration largely for low-risk individuals. The CJRC supervises people by requiring periodic check-ins with case managers, or, in some cases, requiring people to wear electronic monitors. Those supervised by the CJRC often have access to behavioral health treatment, employment training and placing assistance, housing services, and educational services. Their vision is to support clients’ successful reentry into the community, leading to reduced arrest rates and fewer negative consequences that impact communities when individuals cycle in and out of jail (Parmer and Merritt 2019).

We tested whether the CJRC program reduced the probability of new criminal charges. That is, we tested whether those who took part in the CJRC program were less likely to be arrested and charged with a new crime than their similar counterparts who spent the duration of their pre-trial period in the community without any conditions or restrictions on their release.

We used multiple methods of observational causal inference to conduct this test, including propensity score matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983) and the new FLAME-DAME matching algorithms (Wang et al. 2021; Dieng et al. 2019). To preface our results, all methods provided an estimated treatment effect of approximately zero. However, importantly, the results using FLAME-DAME confirmed the expert recommendations used for variable selection and did not change the conclusions. Thus, the results of this study indicate that there is no way, from this dataset, to conclude that the program is effective at reducing new criminal charges in this community. If this finding replicates across other datasets, policymakers might consider alternative strategies in managing low-risk populations or might consider focusing their resources on higher-risk populations instead. Before making substantial changes to policy, however, we recommend researchers adopt these new techniques to rigorously evaluate pre-trial programs.

Our key contributions include (1) close collaboration with criminal justice experts in understanding, determining, and experimentally validating important covariates that influence pre-trial program selection, and (2) through comprehensive analyses, highlighting the significance of a quasi-experimental approach utilizing interpretable machine learning techniques, for rigorous program evaluation in criminal justice settings.

Data Collection and Preparation

Program Eligibility. The justice-involved individuals in our study were arrested, booked in the Durham County jail, and assessed shortly after by a social staff worker employed by the CJRC. Based on that assessment, the CJRC either recommended individuals to be released and to take part in the pre-trial program or to remain detained in jail. Broadly speaking, low-risk people charged with either a misdemeanor or low-level, non-violent felony were recommended for the pre-trial program. High-risk people charged with a violent felony were rarely recommended for the pre-trial program. A judge
assigned to the case reviewed these recommendations and had considerable discretion to either accept or reject them.

**Study Design.** This study adopted a quasi-experimental design that compares individuals who were recommended and took part in the program to those who were recommended, released from jail, but did not take part in the program. Participation in the pre-trial program is therefore the treatment condition in our study, whereas pre-trial release without supervision is the control condition in our study.

**Data Collection.** We used three separate datasets to compare these two groups of individuals. The CJRC data includes information on the risk score, criminal history, education level, age, gender, ethnicity, and indigency status of individuals. We merged the CJRC data with the data from the Durham County jail to determine bond conditions and confirm whether individuals were released or detained pre-trial. We then merged these data with the data from the North Carolina Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) Automated Infraction Corrections System (ACIS). The ACIS extract we used largely contained criminal records for cases occurring between January 1st, 2016, to July 31st, 2020. We used the ACIS extract to search for case outcomes, sentencing information, and new criminal charges.

**Data Cleaning and Processing.** The CJRC recommended 1,787 people for their pre-trial program during 2016-2019. We took several steps to ensure that these data were clean and reliable. First, we used a comprehensive search process to cross-reference the individuals across the CJRC, AOC, and Durham Jail datasets. We searched for matching case record numbers, names, date of births, and other identifying information (e.g., ethnicity and age). If we could not successfully cross-reference individuals, we excluded them from the final merged dataset. After that, we excluded individuals that were convicted and incarcerated in prison because they would be unable to commit additional crimes. Third, there were several individuals that had taken part in the CJRC program on multiple occasions. For these individuals, we only kept their first involvement with the CJRC program in the final dataset. Fourth, we excluded individuals from the final dataset if their case was still pending or was disposed of after July 31st, 2019. This ensured that we had criminal records for everyone in the final dataset for at least one-year after case disposition, which is important for our outcome measure discussed below. Lastly, we excluded individuals if we could not confirm their pre-trial release. After excluding individuals (n = 372), we retained 1,415 people in our final dataset, of which 687 people took part in the program and 728 people did not. Of those who took part in the program, 562 people completed it. Figure 1 shows a flow chart that depicts this data cleaning process. The data collection and cleaning process is described in further detail in the supplementary material.

**Outcome Measure.** The outcome in our study is new criminal charges, which we define as any new criminal charge occurring within the one year after case disposition. We chose to measure criminal charges after case disposition instead of during pre-trial in part because of substantial variation in the time it takes to complete the pre-trial program. Some individuals took part in a two-week program and waited several months for their case to be disposed, whereas others took part in a three-month program which ended several days prior to their case disposition. Our measure of new criminal charge avoids this issue. Second, we chose a one-year window because we had statewide criminal records for every person for the one year after their case disposition date. If we chose a larger window than this, we would need to remove individuals from the dataset. Lastly, no one in our final dataset was incarcerated in prison after their case was disposed. However, there were 166 people that were either incarcerated in jail or required to do community service for a brief portion of the one-year after their case disposition. The ACIS extract we had access to did not distinguish between those two sentencing outcomes and instead grouped them together. Removing those 166 people from the dataset and repeating our analyses (discussed in subsequent sections) does not change any of our results or conclusions. The remaining 1,249 people in our final dataset had their charges dismissed or were not convicted.

**Impact Evaluation and Analyses**

**Descriptive Analysis.** Detailed descriptive information on the people that we examined is provided in the supplement. Most of these people were Black (73%), male (68%), and 17-30 years old (60%). Most of them were facing misdemeanor or non-violent felony charges (93%). Most of them ultimately had their charges dismissed (82%), but a small percentage of them were convicted (17%) but not sent to prison, and only seven were acquitted. The people who were convicted were sentenced to either jail or community services or both (12%).

Regarding risk levels, the CJRC assessed risk using the *Virginia Pre-trial Risk Assessment Instrument (VPRAI)*. This version of the VPRAI provides risk scores that range from zero to nine, which are based on eight risk factors such as criminal history, employment status, and history of drug abuse (VanNostrand and Rose 2009). Collapsed across treatment and control conditions, these people were low-risk on average (\(M = 2.5, SD = 1.7\)). Few individuals had a risk score equal to or greater than 5 (15%). Those in the treatment (\(M = 2.4, SD = 1.7\)) and control conditions (\(M = 2.6, SD = 1.8\)) had nearly the same average risk score, even with...
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out adjusting for other confounders. We assess the accuracy of the VPRAI in the supplementary material.

Of the 687 people who took part in the program, 295 of them had a new criminal charge (43%). Of the 728 people who did not take part in the program, 303 of them had a new criminal charge (42%). These data suggest that the treatment did not significantly reduce new criminal charges. Before making that conclusion though, it is important to minimize confounding differences between the control and treatment conditions. In the next sections, we use traditional and AI-based observational causal inference methods to evaluate that possibility.

Traditional Analysis: Propensity Matching. Here, we evaluate whether the CJRC program had a causal effect on new criminal charges by conducting propensity score matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983). Researchers have used this classic matching method to evaluate pre-trial programs in the past (Sainju et al. 2018). This statistical approach matches people in the treatment and control conditions based on their propensity to be treated, which in this case is the probability to take part in the program. Propensity score matching methods rely on properly identifying the set of important confounders — covariates that influence selection into treatment while still being related to the outcome of interest — and the most common method for that is the reliance on expert knowledge.

The covariates we chose through the help of experts are the following: gender, race, charge class, number of years at current residence, veteran status, number of prior adult convictions, age, and VPRAI risk score. While other experts in the field may choose a different set of covariates, there is good reason to think that these covariates are important; many of these covariates are correlated with re-arrests and new criminal activity (Desmarais, Johnson, and Singh 2016; VanNostrand and Rose 2009). Further, in the supplementary material, we show that the VPRAI risk scores had predictive value such that people with higher scores were more likely to be charged with new crimes than people with lower scores. This result replicates recent large-scale evaluations of a variety of risk assessment instruments (Desmarais, Johnson, and Singh 2016) and validates the need to include them as a confounder in this causal analysis. Using these covariates, we computed a propensity score for each individual and then matched people in the treatment and control conditions based on that score.

The proportions of men between the treatment and control conditions became closer after matching; this is because unmatched units were removed from the dataset during the matching process. A similar improvement in distributional balance is seen for women as well. In fact, the difference in proportions for each of our expert-identified covariates was large before matching but was considerably smaller after matching. That is, the distributional balance improved after matching. In many cases, that difference was reduced to zero. A Love plot summarizing this improvement for each of our expert-identified covariates is in the supplement. Having established that the distributional balance of our expert-identified covariates improved after matching, we estimated an average treatment effect of $-0.0375$, with a 95% CI of $[-0.517, 0.440]$. We therefore find that the CJRC program neither increased nor decreased new criminal charges, on average, based on this method.

One glaring problem with propensity score matching is that the matched groups are not interpretable. When we match a set of units with similar propensity, those units may differ substantially on important covariates. For example, we may match units that differ in race, age, and risk level if those units yield a similar propensity score. For this reason, propensity score matching is not a reliable tool for estimating conditional treatment effects. Rather, it can only be used to estimate the average treatment effect across individuals. Interpretable machine learning approaches (discussed next) avoid these issues while providing researchers additional capabilities, including the ability to create conditional average treatments effects for each individual – not just the average.

Interpretable Machine Learning Analysis

FLAME – Fast Large-scale Almost Matching Exactly (Wang et al. 2021) – and DAME – Dynamic Almost Matching Exactly (Dieng et al. 2019) – are powerful and non-parametric AI-based algorithms that yield fully interpretable matched groups. Both algorithms receive as input a dataset that contains discrete observational covariates, a binary indicator for treatment, and a continuous or discrete outcome column. The treatment indicator in our data is whether or not the individual participated in the pre-trial program, and the outcome column is binary, indicating whether the individual was charged with another crime in the one-year window after their case was disposed.

Outline of FLAME-DAME. The algorithms aim to output a matched group for each unit in the matching set. These algorithms use some of the dataset as a training set and the rest of the dataset as the matching set. (We can also use the full dataset as the matching set if we replicate points from the training set within the matching set, which we do here.) The training set (here, 50% of the dataset) is only used to determine which covariates will be used for matching for each unit. (Different units are matched on different covariates.) During this procedure, matched groups are formed only when there is both a treatment and control unit in each matched group. A process diagram for the FLAME and DAME algorithms is provided in the supplement.

First iteration. The algorithms begin by matching any units (in the matching set) that can be matched exactly to other units on all covariates, ensuring both a treatment and a control unit are present in every matched group. This produces a set of matched groups of the highest possible quality, as each matched unit is matched identically to one or more other units on all covariates.

Second iteration: Next, a machine learning method (ridge regression) is applied to the training set to determine an important subset of the covariates – one that predicts the outcome well. Note that the algorithm cannot use all covariates since it has already completed matches on all variables in the first iteration – it must omit at least one covariate. FLAME/DAME again matches as many units as possible (from the matching set) exactly on the subset of covariates identified by ridge regression.
Subsequent iterations: These two steps are repeated, with the machine learning approach being used to select the new best set of covariates to match on at each iteration.

Stopping conditions: The algorithms stop when either all units have been matched, a pre-determined number of iterations is reached (user’s choice), or if the remaining set of covariates no longer is sufficient for the machine learning method to predict the outcome well.

The crucial difference between FLAME and DAME is how the best covariate set is selected. FLAME eliminates the least helpful covariate in predicting the outcome at each iteration. It is helpful to think of FLAME as conducting backward selection on the training set. DAME instead eliminates the least important new subset of covariates at each iteration (i.e., as long as that subset of covariates has not been eliminated before), starting with the full set of covariates every time. Thus, DAME is more thorough but takes much longer as it needs to examine each possible subset of covariates.

For our task, we use FLAME for a user-defined number of iterations and then switch to the more computationally-intensive DAME iterations. This allows FLAME to quickly eliminate unhelpful covariates before it transitions to DAME for a finer-grained analysis on a manageable set of covariates. We run the combination of FLAME and then DAME on all 31 covariates, without having any experts identify the ‘important’ covariates. We ran FLAME for 18 iterations and then switched to DAME, to ensure good quality matched groups within a reasonable runtime. The implementation details are provided in the supplementary material. Also, we have further constrained the matched groups to contain at least 5 treated and 5 control units, rather than 1 of each. The results are not sensitive to this choice, which ensures bigger (higher quality) matched groups.

Results of FLAME-DAME. We inspect the quality and interpretability of the matched groups created using FLAME-DAME, and compare them with the matched groups created using propensity score matching. We demonstrate that FLAME-DAME created better and more interpretable matched groups than propensity score matching. Let us consider Unit 924, a Black male charged with a felony who took part in the pre-trial program. Unit 924 is 18-20 years old, has a risk score of three, and has less than five prior convictions.

FLAME-DAME revealed that it produced a ‘good’ quality matched group for this unit. (We discuss Unit 311 in the supplementary material, which had a ‘poor’ quality matched group produced, as reported by FLAME. Even FLAME’s ‘poor’ matched groups are better than those of propensity score matching.)

Tables 1 to 5 contain the matched groups for Unit 924. The tables show the expert-identified covariates that were used for matching these units. As a reminder, earlier we identified these covariates as important covariates for matching: gender, race, charge class, number of years at current residence, veteran status, number of prior adult convictions, age, and VPRAI risk score. We focus on these covariates in this analysis for that reason. The rest of the covariates are omitted from the tables to show performance on the expert-identified covariates.

Note that the notation (1,5) and (5,5) used in Tables 2 to 5 for propensity score matching refers to the number of treatment and control units in the matched groups, respectively.

Table 1 shows the units FLAME-DAME matched to Unit 924. FLAME-DAME found many units that matched Unit 924 on almost all the expert-identified covariates, and it did so automatically without requiring us to select these covariates beforehand. In fact, one unit from this matched group (i.e., Unit 1255) matched Unit 924 exactly on all these covariates. The remaining units in this group matched Unit 924 on every covariate from this subset except on age. We highlight these few mismatches in gray.

Table 2 shows the matched group for Unit 924 provided by propensity score matching. Here, we used the full set of covariates for matching (although we only show the expert-identified covariates in the table). Each matched group was forced to have at least one treatment unit and five control units. Unit 924’s matched group, shown in Table 2, did not closely agree on the expert-identified covariates, which suggests that this is a lower quality matched group than that of Table 1. For example, Unit 242 was matched to Unit 924 even though this unit is a 35–39-year-old White woman charged with a misdemeanor.

We then did the same propensity score matching analysis but required at least five treatment and control units per matched group. However, this change did not improve the quality of the matched group. Table 3 shows the matched group for Unit 924 from this analysis. Although the matched group had more units than before (ten vs. five units), these units matched Unit 924 on a small number of covariates. There were many mismatches present, shown in gray.

The previous tables show matched groups that were created by propensity matching on all available covariates. Tables 4 and 5 show the units propensity-matched to Unit 924 when matching only on the expert-identified covariates. Also, the results in Table 4 required at least five treatment and control units per matched group, whereas the results in Table 5 required at least five treatment and control units per matched group. Restricting the propensity score matching analysis to the expert-identified covariates did not improve the quality of the matched group. Tables 4 and 5 show many units that differ from Unit 924 in important respects (e.g., age, gender, race, and charge class).

Table 1 thus reveals the trustworthiness and interpretability of FLAME-DAME. No matter which propensity score method we used (i.e., requiring one or five treatment units) and which set of covariates we used for matching (i.e., the full set or the subset of expert-identified covariates), FLAME-DAME provided a better quality matched group.

The matched groups provided by FLAME-DAME for Units 924 and 311 (311 is in the supplementary material) were not atypical. Rather, FLAME-DAME provided more cohesive matched groups, on average, than propensity score matching. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the number of expert-identified covariates that matched exactly in each group of units for FLAME-DAME and six different configurations of propensity score matching. More cohesive, higher quality matched groups contain units that match on a large number of these relevant covariates. Thus, distri-
Table 1: FLAME-DAME: a high-quality matched group. A gray cell means there is not an exact match to the query; grayer is worse (less cohesive). FLAME-DAME found matches on almost all the expert-identified important covariates automatically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>treated</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>RACE</th>
<th>CLASS CHARGE</th>
<th>YEARS AT RESIDENCE</th>
<th>VETERAN</th>
<th>PRIOR ADULT CONVICTIONS</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>VPRAI SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>H or I</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>18 - 20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>H or I</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>27 - 29</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>A1 or 1</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>24 - 27</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>&lt; 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>21 - 23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>H or I</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>50 - 54</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>&lt; 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>27 - 29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>488</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>A - G</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>16 - 20</td>
<td>40 - 44</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>A1 or 1</td>
<td>&lt; 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>35 - 39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Propensity Score Matching (1,5) on the full set of covariates. Same query unit as in Table 1, less cohesive matched group than Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>treated</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>RACE</th>
<th>CLASS CHARGE</th>
<th>YEARS AT RESIDENCE</th>
<th>VETERAN</th>
<th>PRIOR ADULT CONVICTIONS</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>VPRAI SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>H or I</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>18 - 20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>&lt; 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>24 - 26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>A1 or 1</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>30 - 34</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>H or I</td>
<td>&lt; 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>21 - 23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>21 - 23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>H or I</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>50 - 54</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>&lt; 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>27 - 29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>H or 1</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>24 - 26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>488</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>A - G</td>
<td>≥ 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>16 - 20</td>
<td>40 - 44</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>A1 or 1</td>
<td>&lt; 1 year</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>35 - 39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Propensity Score Matching (5,5) on the full set of covariates. Same query unit as in Table 1, less cohesive matched group than Table 1.

Table 4: Contributions toward the right depict better matched groups than distributions toward the left. The matched groups provided by FLAME-DAME is represented by the light-blue distribution, and the mean of that distribution falls further to the right than the mean of any other distribution. This shows that FLAME-DAME provided more cohesive and more interpretable matched groups than the propensity score matching methods.
Table 4: Propensity Score Matching (1,5) on the expert-identified covariates. Same query unit as in Table 1, less cohesive matched group than Table 1.

Table 5: Propensity Score Matching (5,5) on the expert-identified covariates. Same query unit as in Table 1, less cohesive matched group than Table 1.

Additionally, we constrained FLAME-DAME to have at least five treatment and five control units in each matched group. However, we relaxed that constraint for some configurations of propensity score matching (such as those represented by the yellow and orange colored distributions). These configurations permitted smaller matched groups to form, making it easier to match on a large number of expert-identified covariates. However, since smaller matched groups tend to be less reliable, our goal is to have a higher number of matching covariates while also maintaining larger matched groups. FLAME-DAME achieves this goal better than propensity score matching because it provided higher quality matched groups while also maintaining larger matched groups (i.e., more units in each group).

These results strongly suggest that the matched groups provided by FLAME-DAME are trustworthy, and are likely to be much more trustworthy than the matched groups provided by the propensity score matching.

Having established the trustworthiness of our matched groups, we now test whether the treatment had a significant effect on our outcome of interest. Using FLAME-DAME, we obtain an estimated average treatment effect of 1.8% with the 95% confidence interval including zero. Thus, this more sophisticated and rigorous machine-learning-based approach also found no evidence that the pre-trial program significantly increased or decreased the probability of a new criminal charge. This null result solidifies the null result found using propensity score matching. Further, there were no identifiable subgroups for which a non-zero treatment effect was significant; that is, the program did not appear to benefit any known subgroup of individuals.

Table 6: Black box machine learning based methods for causal inference all yield a small average treatment effect (ATE) that is not significantly different from zero.

Stability of Null Result

While we have obtained null results from the traditional method (propensity score matching) and the modern method (FLAME-DAME), the null results persist even when we consider a variety of black box methods for observational causal inference. Table 6 shows ATE results from Causal BART (Chipman et al. 2010; Hill, Reiter, and Zanutto 2004) (here implemented as difference of BARTs on the treated group and the control group), Genetic Matching (Diamond and Sekhon 2013), and Mahalanobis distance matching (Rubin 1980), all of which indicate that the treatment effect from the program is small and not significantly different from zero.
Discussion

As discussed earlier, approximately five-hundred thousand people are detained pre-trial each day in the United States. The effect of pre-trial policies on such a large number of people raises important policy, legal, and constitutional issues (Heaton, Mayson, and Stevenson 2017). We know that many people are detained simply because they cannot pay cash bail (Minton and Zeng 2021), and that pre-trial detention has criminogenic effects, which lead to increased recidivism and other economic and social harms (Dobie, Goldin, and Yang 2018; Heaton, Mayson, and Stevenson 2017; Leslie and Pope 2017; Lowenkamp and VanNostrand 2013). Jurisdictions have engaged in significant efforts to rethink their pre-trial policies in recent years (Garrett 2022). As part of these efforts, alternatives to pre-trial detention have become an important area for policy and for research.

While community-based supervision may be better than pre-trial detention, there is growing concern that these programs, and the burdens that they impose, could still be harmful, or at the least, not a good use of taxpayer funds. Bechtel et al. (2017) strongly emphasized that the field of pre-trial research is in need of much improvement, especially regarding the statistical tools used for program evaluation. We addressed this important problem in this article by introducing a set of new interpretable machine learning matching techniques to the field of pre-trial research. These techniques can rigorously evaluate the effectiveness of pre-trial programs. In comparison to older matching approaches such as propensity score matching, these new techniques allow researchers to examine average treatment effects and conditional treatment effects without needing to rely on subjective assessments of covariate importance (among other benefits).

Consistent with the recent meta-analyses by Bechtel et al. (2017), we find that the CJRC pre-trial program located in Durham, NC neither reduced nor increased new criminal charges. That is, we found an average treatment effect that was approximately zero. Further, we found no measurable effects for any subgroups within this population. That is, there was no evidence that the program benefited some smaller group of people, in terms of reducing their probability of being charged with a new crime.

Based on these and prior results, it seems that pre-trial programs are generally ineffective at reducing new criminal charges. If this effect replicates, the criminal-legal system needs to focus resources. The simplest option is to release low-risk individuals back into the community while they await trial without subjecting them to any restrictions or conditions. This type of pre-trial release was the norm in the United States for many years until relatively recently. If more burdensome pre-trial programs do not have substantial benefits, then simple release alternatives should be more carefully considered. Reflecting on the low-risk population we examined, it is not clear what the public safety goals were originally in these cases. Eighty-two percent of these low-level criminal cases were eventually dismissed. Subjecting people to supervision for cases that will ultimately be dismissed may not accomplish useful public safety goals, and the outcomes in these cases raise questions about whether these charges were sufficiently warranted in the first place.

The interpretable machine learning techniques used here have the potential for use in a wide variety of areas in which randomized assignment is not possible, ethical, or feasible. In addition to pre-trial programs, these techniques can be used to evaluate other social programs such as felony diversion programs. These techniques are not suitable for program evaluation if there is an insufficient amount of data or error-prone data. We are grateful to the CJRC for their meticulous care in collecting data. We encourage other agencies to do the same.

These data pose a larger challenge: while risk assessment instruments, such as the VPRAI used as part of this pre-trial program, may be quite predictive, that risk tool was used to place people in a program that itself did not reduce the relevant risks. We need empirically validated ways to reduce the risks that risk assessments can identify. Improved and interpretable program evaluation tools can address that more fundamental challenge facing so many social programs.
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